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Work Expectations, Human Capital Acciwmlati
and the Wages of Young Women*

s

\In studying the earnings of women, a key hypoOesis of the humph:

-capital schoolis that the expected shorter period of lifetime aabor

force attachment associated with child- rearing results in' smaller hrraor.

capital investments among women. This proposition frequently underlies

statements in the literature 'that sex differences In future work

expectations are an important deter,,inant of .existing male-444,mpla

---
different in wage rates and occupational advancement. The hypoth

has been tested indireetly, making_ use of the theoretical ralationship

between the UnobierVed investMents in 'on- trainittAand observed

experience-earnings profiles.2 That the profiles for women were flatter

A

than for men,- and those for married women flatter than for unarried

women, was' consistent with the t'oretical implications.

While lifetime labor forcesexpectatiogs and, their impact on occupational

it
choice and earnings have been an important -focils of, a number of studies,

the'lack of ex ante measures of expectations has precluded direct

testing of the nexus between, investment decisions and the individual's

tine horizon. Empirical ifiVestigators have been forced to use Marital

status, number of children, or proportion of,yeats since Marriage narked

six or more months as proxies for expectations. 3 It is clear that these

4-
proxy measures are highly imperfect substitutes 'for work intentions.

Since altost all, young men expeet to marry and usilallx have two children,

the first two measures are inappropriate.
4

Actual work experience iS an

exmlmeasuke that introduces= ginnitaneity bias vis-a-vis lelKmFupply

and human capital accumulation.

.4
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In this papef, the National Longi,udinal Surveys (NLS) ofi!olulg

Women aged 14 to 24 in 1968 are use,, to estimate the impac's that these '

women's ex'ante labor market expectations have on'TEeir human capital.

5
accumulation and pay. In addition to directly testy the effects of

ex ante expectations, we also distinguish and estimate the effects of

-.- serarai forms of postschool-h capital accumulatibf.. -Numerous studies

have examined hurngn capita: accImulation viabn-the-job training and via

aging (maturation).6 Here, e ations are estimated that separate the

effects of on-the-job trai into gene-Al and firm-specific componenti.

in effect, then, we exam three forms of postschool hums.= ^amital

1
accirhil ation 'among younc women -- genera' training, specific ,training,

and maturation.

The principal
.

findings of this study are:

/ /
.

(1) Ex ant9texpectations of future labor force attachment are
.-

i f ,

,

significantly rylated'to rates of pogtschool 'human capital expcmnilation

among young 14-l4 te working women. The empirical evidence thus supports
. .

the 4ital hypothesis that receipt of on-the-job training is

,
. .

positively/related to expectations of future labor force attachment.

1 I In:

(2)1 When investment in on-the-job training is decomposed into

general and specific human capital components, it is apparent that the

significant effects of expectationsOFIEWHIEBBETili-6B=M6=j6b

training are confined to investment in general training. Investment

in firm- specific training is unaffe'cted ty.futwe work expectations.

(3) The combined effects Of general and specific training

indicate -that postschool investments in ph-the-job training are a major

-,....c....e..w.,..c...o.........-....r......i.n......-,,,..,

*eterminant of wages and wage growth among young Women.

5
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(44 Aging plays ar important independent role in wage growth among

whites. However, the importance of maturat,ion declines with age. At age

18 a year of aging implies wage growth of nearly 6 percent, whf';'.e.r'at.age

the partial effect ofge on the hOurly wage rate is zero.
,,

the maturation effect is smaller for Vomen than for men.

(5)

. in wage determination

Consistent with previous

are

work,

found'to exist.

is much-larger for blacks than-for whites

In additi&i,

?5

significant racial differences

The Sduth/nonSol.1th differential

-,-Furtremore, zovernment employ-

went and collective bargaining coverage a.

to young women' wage

(6)

with the expectations

Comparison

rates.

found to be positively related

of the actual labor force attachment of mature women

of- future participation of young women indicates that

young women (as a group) tend to underestimAte considerably their future

lab6r force attachment. This implies that some young women may under-
.

h-st in on she -Job training. If women currently zeorking have also

Aiderestimated,the extent pf their actual labor forbe participation. their

incorrect expectations account for part of the present male-female Wage gap.

The folfowing section focuses. on the role of expectations in

influencing the prodess of human capital accumulation through on-the-job

training. Theoretical and empirical distinctions between general and

'equations are estimated for young women making use of interaction* terms

that stratify according to whether or not they are "strongly attached" to

the labor force. This estimation allows us to test the clear, implication
A

'of human capital theory that individuals with stronger expected lifetime
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attachment to.the labor fore will invest more heavily in on-t1;e-job.

training. The evidence 'supports this hypothesis,,and the wgge equations

are then used to genei-ate estimates of the magnitude of the effect of

expectations on human capital acc-mul'ation andowage rates. The im pl4cations
.

1

-"of women's often incorrect expectation; about their future labor force

4
Participation are discussed in Section III. . Comparisons between the

labor arklt expectatiots and experience of young and mature women are

-*
also presented in this section.

EXPECTATIONS AND ON-7,0B 7.RATNING: .77.770w=TICAI AND EMDIRICkI

CONSIDERATIONS

Once schooling is completed, a major r:ortion of subsequent hITTlan

capital accumulation is accobplish throughed :trough on-the-Jon training. Since $

pecuniary returns to investment ifi training cai.be.reeped only so long

as the individual remains at work in the labor foi'Te, the expectsation of

periads of withdrawal from tialabor market has the effect of lwering the

expected gain from investment in training, thu5, reducing early postschool

investments in training.
7
...To the extent that there are substantial

.

r . /' \

differences 'in lifetime labor force attadhment among women, the human

capital model implies that women with stronger Tabor forde attachment

will.engage in postschool human capital investment more heavily than

womewitheakm.idlami"..kPrce Otachmente

In he initial HIS of young Win in 1968, respondents were asked:
4

"Now Iybald like to talk to you about your. future plans. Whatwould

you like tebe doing 'When you are 35 years old?" We assume that responses

"-to this question' reflect plans (expectations) for the future, as well

7.
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as Preferences. In' the context'.of the discussion above, those young
t 7

women who indicated in 1968 that they would like to be. working in the

4 .

market at age 35 are yiewed as expecting to have greater attachment

to the labor force over the life cycle than those young women expressing

no desire to work in the market at age 35. According to human capital

theory, theh, investment in on-the-job training should be greater among

.

the women in.the former (more strongly attached) group.
9

A well known, consequence of greater investment in on-the-job
.1

training is an experience-wage profile that begins at a lower point

afid is more steeply sloped. The human c apital interpretation of

experience -:;age profiles is concerned with on-the-job training paid

for by the worker thro& reduced wagessin.the early years, and

resulting in increased productivityand higher :cages in the later

years. Two suci types of training have been discussed in the literature:

general training and firm-specific training.

In examining an individual worker's incentive to Invest in

on-the-job training, an important consideration is the length of the

individual's relevant time horizon for investment. The
V

longer is

the investment horizon, the greater Is the incentive to ,invest in

'raining. Fol.. general training, the relevant time horizon consists

of the worker's expected total lifetime experience in the labor .

-cor,00esocw.o.c.e.

.

.. market. Since.women who plan to work at age 35 prebumably have stronger

expected lifetime labor Three attachment than their Irno-Plans"
. , ..

,.`

counterparts, their, experiende-wage profiles should be pteeper and

start from a lower point. For firm-specific training, the relevant

8

t
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investment horizon consists of the worker's expected tenure with the

current firm. Questions from the NIS' provide little insight into

young women's expectations concerning.prospective tenure with the

current firm; consequently, we have no hypothesis about the effect

of futureyork expectations on the incentive to invest in firm-

specifiC training. Thus, we hypothesize that wOmen with plans td .

.

work at age 35 will invest more heavily in general training than women

with no plans for working at age 35. At the same time, we have no

a priori hypothesil regarding possible differences by future work

plansin investment in'firm-specifit' training.

.Empirical1y, exact measures of general and firm-specific

training are never available. However, since genera]. training 1.6

usel'ul to.many empdoyers while firm-specific training is useful

only to the employer providing the training, one can use total years

of labor market experiende of a proxy fOr general training and tenure

with the current employer as'a proxy for firm-specifid training.

In a wage equation controlling for both of these forms of work

experience, the coefficient of totaliplabor market experience measures

the return to general training, since tenure on the current job is

held constant. By the same tokeri, the coefficientlpf tenure in'this

Epepification measures the return to firm-Epecific training, since the

equatiOu holds general experience constant.
10

Thus, the hypothesis

that women with plats to work at age 35 will invest more heavily in

general training implies that in wage equations which control for

both total work experience and,tenure, the experience -yage profiles

9
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implied Wthe coefficient(s) of total work experience should besteepe

and start from a lower point for the wonan with suchPlans.'

Operationally, this hypothesis is testedby estimating wage

I

equations that include interaction terms for total work experience

.

and plans to *work and for 'the constant term and plans to work. 11

1
These interaction terms differentiate women who plan tb work froth

.
.

13,-c,.,.---.....-,-,..,...-=,....-..,..,-,,..---

those who do not, and within the equations they allow for differences

between these two groups in the coefficients of work experience and

the constant term (and hence, in the implied experience-wage profiles).

Two variants of the wage equation have been estimated:` ?n the

first, work experience ilfeasured simplyby total postschool work,

experience; while in the second& both experience variables- Dotal'

;.
experiend9 and current job tenure--are included in the equations.

In both cases, queArcitic specifications of the experience variables

are-, used.

In light of the work of Lazear, it is important to consider the

effects of nonmarket acquisition of human cpital: Lazear has

demonstrated that among young men, apart from tiae effects of schooling

and work experience on wage growth, there is an independent effect of.

aging that presumably represents nonmarket acquisition of human capital.

In order to insure that Our estimates of the effects of on-te:-job

training are not-biased by omission of variAbles that are proxies for

nonmarket human capital accumulation, we control for age in the wage

equations. Since Lazear's results indicate that the effect of aging
.

dn'wage growth declines with age, a quadratic specification of age
.

, is used.
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The estimated wage equation without tenure pay be exuressedas

follows:

(1) LITWAGE = a
0

+ a1SCHOOLSCHOOL + a EXPER + a
3
EXPER2 + a PLW

t

4 a
5
PLW-EXPER t a6PLWEXPER2

13.
Ea Z.

i
i=9

+.aTAGE a8AGL-

".

where LNWAGEis the natural logarithm of the rdspondent's hourly wage

rate'in 19T3 (in cents); SCHOOL measures the number of years of-school

eon Meted; EYPER measures the regpondent'i total years of work

experience in the labor market since iae't-atiended school full time;

PLW is a dumn variable denoting those young women who expecte (in

1968) to be working in the labor Market at age35; PLW.EXPER A

PLWEXklE12 are interaction terms betwedn the plans tO work variable

,

and total work experience and experience squared, respectively; and:

Z
i

represents. a. set of control variables: dummy variableii; denoting

workers employed in the public sector, those whose wages are seeby

collective, bargaining, those who reside in an SMSA, reside in the .

. , ,

Southnend have health problems:that limit the amoUnt,or kind.of work

they can do. The equations with tenure include our additional '
, .

'terms: tenure, tenure squared, and the corresponding interaction .

, terms: In the context of equation.(1),,tlie hypothesis that wage-
.

experiende profiles will start at a Lover point be'steeper'for

women who plan-to work at'i.ge 35 impliei-i'.6at a4 will.be negative

, .

and a5' will be positive.

f

11 .
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II , EMPIRICADESTIMATES

I
o

Wage equations for 1973 were estimated for those young,wpmen who

in1968.and who were out of School andreported their' future plan

employed as wage and sala ry workersat the time of the 1973 NIS

survey: Separate equations were estimated for whites and blacks,

presentd in .Table 1.
12

For each race, the' estimate in th4and are

first column uses the ,otal work experience measure alone, while that

in the second column uses both total experip.tcp and current .job

tenure. Thp coefficients of tdtal work exterience and tenue measure
A

the partial effect of these two types of work experiences on wages

9

1.

for young women with no nlitns to work at aga The corresponding

effect foryomen who 4o nlan,to work can be obtained for each variable

by summing the experience or tenure coefficient end'the relevant

interaction term coefficient.
13

The estimated effects of the work experience variables by plane-'

to work and by race are,shown in Table 2. 'As implied by the human,

capital hypothesis, theexperience-wage profiles for those.young women

who, plan to work- at age 35 begin at a low* point.and-have a steeper
.

4

(.initiet slope than th se of their "no work'plans" counterparts.

The intercept ttrms are ignificantly different amongivhitesItnd,

......rtv.v1Y,AP..gramg...blfw/cits..403.Y./.11E..tbat.-ytmag..u.oplen. with iutur..e_mark

.

plans have starting wage rates'approximately'10 percent lower than

those of women without future work plans, ceteris paribus. hifferences

in the initial steepness of the profiles are significant among whites

but noi among blacks

4

L
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Table 1

,..

r
V

COeffitients of Wage_ Equations with Interaction Tarms,41dith and
Without Tnure,'by Race

,

(Dependent variable = LNWAGE), v

Independent
variables

WHITES B

SCHOOL.. .0797

EXPER .0580

EXBER
2

- .0020

TENURE

TENORE2

A

GOVT

CO

SSA

SOUTH

HEALTH

PLW 68

PL1.1EXPER

'PLWEXPER
2

pw.TENURE

4.TENURE2.

cbustant

S.E.E.

F-ratio

Samplvoize

G

(t) , (t)

(13.84) .0776 (13.63)..

( 4.06) .0247( 1.60)

°;( -1.53) -.0002 (-0.16)

-
I

.0792 ( 4.89)

.2138 I( 3.53)'

-,0043:(73.41) -

1 0752 ( 2.80)

.3.8E14 ( 7.19)

.1211 ( 5:81)

-.0624 (-2.89j

-.09 (2.17) -

-.1058 (Z1.82)

.0391 ( 1.65)

,.0028 (-1.35)

1.6693 ( 2.39) .3.

34i

.348

53.42

1282

it

(t) (t)

.0575 s 8:4a) ( 7.79)

.9682 -( 3:53) zo-.6205. ( 1.94)

-.004 '(-2.62) ( -1.60)

.0380 ( 3.26)

. 0066 (-3.35)

( 3.287 -.0009 ( -0.16) -.0017 ( -0.31)

.0039 .(-3.12)

.( 239/ ea154' ( 3.64) .1169 3.76)

.1613 ( 6.12) 163/ ( 5.67) .1506 1 5.31)

.158 ( 6.11) .1383 ( 4.56) .1383 ( 4.66)

.6561' -.2031--(-7.11) -.2662 ( -7.55)

.1007 ( -2.37) -.125? '(t2.17) , -.10.34 ,( -1.8i)

0953 (-1.65) -.0806 (-1'.42) -.0966 q-1.63)

.0458 ( 1.73) .0195 ( 0,79) .0276 ( 1.05)
r

.0032 1-1. 45 ) 1-0.46) -.0022 (-'0.94)

.0287; ( -1.09) -.0015 (-0.09)

.0036 (1.06) -

.867]. (2.70) 4.6328 .(32.48)

.364

343

44 :20

1282

.453

.275

35.51

502
ti

5,33:421

.474 .

1270

33.3

5o

O.

-1!
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Table 1' Continued

g

Variable Definition
J.

LNWAGE

SCHOOL
EXPER

EXPER
2

TENURE 2:

TENURE
2

AGE
AGE2
GOVT

COLBAR

SOUTH

HEALTH

PLW 68

plJWEXPER
2

PLW.EXPER
PLWTBNURE
PLW.TENURE2

'Natural 14arithm of the 1973 hOurly wage rate
.

(cents)
.

Number of Years of school completed'
Number of years worked six Months or more since

last attended school full time
Square of EXPER
Number-of years worked on current job
Square of TENURL>-
Age in yeats as of .1973 survey date
Square of AGE
fummy'variableOlinal to one if respondent is

employed in the public sector, otherwise equal
to zero

Dummy variable equal to one if respondent's wages
are set ,by collective bargaining, otherwise equal
to zero .

Dummy variable equal to one if res Indent resides

in a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area,
otherwise equal to zero,

Dummy variable equal to one if respondent resides
in the South, Otherwise equal to zero

DlImmy variable equal to one if respbndent has health
problems that limit the-,amount or type of work she
can do, otherwise equal to zero

Dummy variable equal to one if respOndent indicated
in 1968 that.she.planned to work at age 35i. other-

; wise equal to zero
Interstrion term -- product of PLW68 and EXPER2
Irate action term--product of PLW68 and EXPER
IntePaction term -- product of PLW68 and TENURE
Interaction term--product of PLW68 and TENURE2

14t

WHITES BLACKS .

Mean S.D. Mean ',S.D.

r14\_

. 5.597 430 5.487 .372

12.75 2.04' .11.93 .05

4.17 2.67 4.60 2.90
24.49 29.86: 24.45 32.12

2.00 2.08 1.85. 1.85
8.34 16.84 6.85 12:84

'23.62 2.9& 23.90 2.87

566.51 138.70 579.26 138.50

.20 .140 .23 .42

.19 .39 .29 .45

.64 .48 .75- .44

.33 .47 .60 .49

A

.06 .23'. .05 .21.

.27 .45 .53 .50

1.14 2:35 2.12 2.98
6.82 20.44 13.37 28.08
.54 1.40 .1.01 1.70

2.25 9.,p2 3.91 . 11.12
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\Table 2 niCoefficieAts Relating LnWdge to Experience Variables the
Intercept by Plans to Work at Age 35 and by Racea

WHITES

Specification including tenure . Specification without tenure

Plan to work No work nlans Plan to work' No work n1ans

EXPER .0705 .0247 '.0972

-..0048,ExpER2 -,0034 -.0002
.0580

TEgURE0 . .104
..,

.0792 -
-.0020

1.6693
TENURE- -.0030' -.0066 -
constant 1.77.1.8. ... -, .1.8671 1.5636

.

4::ification including tenure

BLACKS
-,

Specification without tenure

Plan to work No York plans- Plan work No work nlans

EXPER .068; .0405 .08 .0682
EXPER

2
- .005r. -.0030 -,0057 -.0647

TENURE
2 .0365 .0380

TENURE
Constant

- -

I

4.623% 4.7143 4.5522. 4.6328

a Coefficients pre derived from regression equations reported in Table 1.

15
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As noted earlier, we also tested to gee if future work expectations

fluerice investment in fIrm-sPecific training. The evidence from the
/°-

wage equations that include tenure.indicates that there isno significant

affect of expectations on inustment in firm-specific training. In

4

addition, once tenure is explicitly controlled, the effect,: of total

work experience on wages benomes conaidetably greater, relatively, fbr

women who,,plan to Work compared to women ,.(ho do not plan ko
-

4P
The empirical evidence thus in 'sates that young women with

greater expected lifetime Jtachment to the labor force Aoinvest
.

more heavily in general on-tpe-job-training. Table 3 focuses on

,the impact of oh- job training on wage'rates. More precisely,
4 :

tha table shows,-,the estimated4(Percentage) contributions of postschool

work experience to the Wage rates of yOung women workers in 1973."

These contributions are determind by multiplying the mean /values, of

total work experience and tenure by their corresponding regression

coefficients and summing. 10
F1

4 Table 3 Estimated Effects of Work Experience on Wage Ratess-liby Plans
To Work at Age 35

Sample .

urce
esti

Relative contribution to wage rates'of mean
.0

, post-school work experience
. ,

of Specification 'Spetpfication including tenure
without tenure.\ General Specific

. ... training ,. tvdning
.

: :No plans Plans No ,plans Plans No plans Plans

'Whites

Blacks

21 .32 .10 .23

.20 .16 .19

.13

.07 .07

16

.4
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It is clear from Table 3 that investments in-general and specific

trSiding are important determinants of liages and wage growth among

young women. In addition, the contribution of mean work experience

to (the log of) the wage rate is distinctly higher for women who plan

work than for those who do not plan to work at age 35. This

conclusion holds in the specification without tenure, and it is even
1

more striking in the specification that controls for the ,effects, of job

tenure. For exempleahe specificatiOn *without tenure indicated that a

white women 'with average (total) experience and no work plans will earn

-a-wage/that is 21 percent higher than that of a woman via no work

1 p.

experience, while a woman with average experience who plans to work will

earn a wage that is 32 percent, higher than that of her new entrant counter-

part. By comparison, the specification that includes tenure implies that
-

women who 'do not plan to work have wages that are 10 percent higher due

to general training, as compared to 23 percent higher for women who do

plan to work. Thus; from this different perspective, it is clear.that

the empirical evidence supports the human capital hypothesis that work

expectations are .positively related to investment in general on -theLjob

training; *

. The wages of young ,women are also affected.by their off-the-job
4

Acquisition,of human capital. Since total experience and tenure are

held constant in the wage equations, the coefficients for whites of

age and age squared in icate the effect of nonnsrket human capital on

the hourly rate Of p
15

For an 18 year old white woman, an additional

year of age implies nearly a 6 percent increment in the hourly -wage,

17
1
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ceteris paribus. By age 25, however, the Partial effect of age on wages

has falfen to zero. This result is consistent with Lazear's findings thate.
among young men aging is a significant determinant of wage growth, the

iMportanceiof which declines with age. While the effect of.eging on

.

wage growth shows simrdiar patterns for both sexes, the pPE7,itudes are

distinctly highex for men. For example, Lazeai reports upper bound

estimates of the effect of aging on wage growth of young =en that are

in excess of 9 percent for 19 year old.-- and nearly 6 percent for 2:-

year olds: The smaller wage-augmentation ef!'ect for women of off-the-c

accumulation of knowledge may reflect the fact that the life experiences

and concerns-of women differ from -rand are perhaps less labor-market

oriented than) those of mell."

,% kr'

The introduction of age as ah, excaanatorff_yariable

equation for whites reduce i the coefficient of total work experience

bY almost orip-ha1f7, while the,coefficient of the. interaction term

18
between plans work and total experience Inc ass slightly. Thus,

if age is not controlled for, the effect Of on-the-job (general) training

0
will be overestimated and the relative plansino plans differential in

experience coefficients will be understated.
19

Racial differences in,the effects on wages of work experience and

expectations are apparent from Table 2. The inftial wage augmentation
A

'Effect (on a percentage basis) of .general labor market' experience is

slightly.higher for white than for black women Who express plans to .

work at age 35. Athong women who .do not plan to work, the experience:

wage profile is initially steeper for blacks.' However, because of the
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greater curvature of tne prorile-rUf-blacks,/am-padLial ef-f-e.ct-of

experience on wages evaluated at the mean of experience (just over four

years) is greater for whites. In terms of the initial slopes of the

experience-wage profiles, differences-by expectations of future labor

force attachment are greater among whites than among blacks.

RYPTri nation of the regression coefficients in Table '1 reveals ,

further differences by_race in the,remaining determinants o-l wages. A

year of schooling addi nearly 8 percent Ito the wage\pate of.a young

white woman, ceteris paribus, while the correspondi4g effect for a

black is rolIghly 5 to 6 percent. An approximate t-test revsi14 that

the racial differente'in schooling coefficients is statistically

significant. The different magnitudes of the coefficients representing

golermiggtgaloyment and residence in the South are probably Piaking

7.
up vestiges of racial discrimination. The wage premium associat4d

with employment in t,h'e public sector is approximately 6 percent for

k

whites and nearly 12 percent for blacks. More dramatic'is the significant

difference by rata- in the South/nonSouth differential: blacks expprience

a 21 percent wage penalty,if-4hey work in the South compared to a 6

percent lower wage for Spouthetm whites.. Indeed, the most important

. . determinant of the racial difference in the wageso oung women is

th2 fact that more blacks live in.the South (this fifths compared to

oie-third for whites) and they suffer a greatei age penalty when they

20
do ($.51 compared to $.11.- ).

The lack of a significant aging effect or blacks is consistent

'kith the hypothesis that racial discrimin tion in,leboinarkptis

; ;;
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decreasing over time, resulting in better job opportunities for more

recent black labor market entrants than for their slightly older

counterparts.
21

The wage eauations imply that for 27-year:-old women

with similar characteristics, the black-white wage ratio is .97 for

those residing outside,.of the South and .83 for those living in the

South, while for 21-yer9,1d women with similar charactaristics,the

corresponding; figures are 1.10 and .94.
22

Hence, these estimates

pi.ovide further evidence indicating i5,1,at'racial discrimination may

nave dec_ined in recent years,.

T TI INCORRECT ,'',CTATIONS AND EMPLCYMENT rFOBLEMS 5F WOMEN

In view of the secular increase 'in labor forceeeTtici-PatiOn.by

r
marred women, it is likely that man women currently working substantially

underestimated, when.they were yovf ger, the extent of their lifetiri.

*r

labor force attachment. Since the evidence presented above indicates

that low expectations of,future labor force participation are concomitant

with less investment in, on- the -job trainingi this suggests that many.
I

w en are faced with pOor occupational opportunities-when and ifAhey

7d ide
. t4r-antei= or return to the labor market. In addition, unreglisti-

, 11
;

cally lot( expectatio.s of suture participation can create a self-

ful filling prOphe if these little-trained women are offered low wages

and, hence, ch se not to accept employment.

The impl cations of women's work expectations for.male- female

wage differ nces are straightforward. Human capi alysis suggests
.' .

.

that part of the wage gap between men and women is ati utable to

sex dif erences in investment in human capital, For. ons currently
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in the market, ithe higher wages of men than women are partly due ta

higher embodied postschool investments. in human'capitel for men.
__2 3

r
This is due Impart to higher levels of postachool work experience

e.
for men (that for women of comparable age). In,addition, human capital

theory suggests that there will be greater investment per unit of

1

' 4r

experispcelor men than for women. Since (as we he shown,)" low

expected future labor force participation is associated with less

investment, it is likely that sex differences in youthful work
I

. .

expectations among today's older workers play an important part in

. .

determinntion of the contemporary male-female wage gap:- Alternatively;
,

if yowag women now hatre greater, work expectations (and, eventually,

highfir labor force attachment) than their counterparts of a generation

agog this should result in increased wages for women and e narrowing
. *
,. . .

. of thP male-female wage gap in the future. Not oily will the wage gap

narrow due to a seciar:indrease in the amount of experience among
_

16 IA
the female labor force, but it will arrow further because future

women workers will have expected.to participate and thus thex will have
,

9

invested more in on-the-job training than today's working Women.

Despite the apparent growth oyez...time in women's work expectations,

. it seems likely that some young women still underestimatd their future

t
splabor force attachment. In Table 4, the labor force expectations (at

age 351 of the HIS cohort of young women are compared with the actual
,-

l- abor force experience of women aged 30 to 40 from the NLS cohort"of

.mature women. In general, the table suggests that,.as judged by the

4
. actual experience of older women, young women in all education groups

4
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Table 4 'Work tations at Age 35 of YouAg.W6men Compared to
A 1124 artaoyment. Status of lip.ture Women

4/>

Educationd

.11 years 12 years 13 to 15 16+
.or less years years

WHITES

Totaa

1 YOungAramen expecting -1
to work at age 35a b

,% Mature women in labor

force , 45.1

% Young women expecting
' to work at age 35a

% Mature women in labor
_focce

b

26.8 18.1 32.7 28.6

45.1 43.6 54.7 45.9

BLACKS

62.1 60.6' 57.7 59.3

67.1 79.0 95,1 67.1

a Sotrce.: National Longitudinal Survey of Women aged' 14 to 24 in 1968.
-Excludes those answering "don't know," "not applicable," or "other."

b Excluded those answering educational attainment df 11 years, or less.
c Respondents from the National Lohgrtudinal Survey of Women 30 to 44

in 1967' For comparability, respondents over age 40 are excluded..
d Refers to exioected educational attainment for young women, Vompleted

education for mature women..

I 4

I p,
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underestimate their future ,,abor force participation. To the extent
3 . .

:x

that the secular increase in female labor force participation continues

14--
into the future, the underestimates are even greater than indicated,

in the table.
24

It is interesting to note that young black women

appear to underestimate their future labor force participation. less

than their white counterparts, Youlg blacks.predict a labor force

participation rate of 59 percent compared to an actual rate for older

blacks of 67 percent. Young whites predict, for age 35, a-rate of 29

percent compared to an actual rate of 46 percent.

SUMMARY .

brr

This paper confirms directly for the first ime--the imilicati.on of .

V
human capital theory that young women'.s ex_ante labor market expectations

are significantly related to their posechool accumulation of human

capital. This finding is particularly notable when it is recalled that

this group is often assumed to lindertake only"limited investment in

capital. Separate empirical estimates of the effects on wages

of general and specific on-the-job training as well as -maturation are

presented. The effects of expectations on on-the-job investment are

apparent only for general training. Finally, the empirical evidence

indicates that postsdhool investments,in training are a major determinant

of wages and wage giowth among yol.ing women.

23
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Assistant Professors of Economics and Research'Associates, Center
for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University. The'research
assistance of Timothy J. Carr, Leyla Woods, and Julie Zavakos is'
gratefully acknowledged. Numerous helpful comments were received from
tblleagues in, the Department of Economics and at the Center for HirriPtin
Resource Research on an earlier version of this paper. This paper was
prepared undersa contract with.the Employment and Training Administration,
U.S. Department, el-Labor, under-authority of the Comprehensive Employment
and Training Act. -None of its content is to be construed as necessarily
representing the official position or policy of the Department orLabor.
Any remaining errors in the paper are the sole responsibility of the
authors.

=For example, see George Johnson and Frank Stafford; Jacob Mincer
and Solomon Polachek; Solomon Polachek; and Harriet Zellnert .

These models postulate a functional relationship beti,,eenWages and
human capital investment, the latter being the solution to the optimal
control problem where the objective is to. maximize discounted earnings
over a'finite work horizon.

. 44
.

,
.

. ,3
See, for example, Mincer and Polachek; Polachek; end'Zellner.

-4 4
The eapost.natureJof mar/tal-statuS as a proxy for expectations

has been noted by Sherwin ROSenlaIn addition, in respOnse to a ouestion
concerning expected number -of c dren, approximately three percent of
respondents in the National Longitudinal Surveys of Young Women indicated

:that they expected to r emain childless. A farge.majority of the
respondents expect,tO b ear at.least two children,

5
For a complete description of these data, see Center for Human '

Resource Research.

6On-the-job training.has,ibeen examined extensively by Mincer (1962,
1974) among others, while the effects of aging on wage growth of yoling
werket,s has been analyzed recentlyrby Edward Lazear.

7
For a rigorous discussion of the effects of discontinuous,

pdrticipation on human capital investment, see Polachek.

8
Clearly, the validity of this meaasre cannot be, verified until the,

women Teach age 35, However, we tested the Measure using a cross7section.

24
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labor force participation equation. After controlling for schooling,
husband's income, Toresence of young children, and age, the desire to work-
at age'35 reported in.1968 was found to be signifi.cantly related to
labor force par'ticipation,of white married women in 1973.

9
Since some of the women were out ,of schoolin 196,5'when they

'indicated their plans to work at age 35, it'is possible that their labor-
market intentions were tainted by actual experience in the labor force.'
Consequently, supplementary analyses were done in Which the samples
were restricted to women who were still in school in 1968. The ,

implidation's-Pf these analyses regarding the effects of expectations
on postschool human cdpitakinvestments were Similar-to those-of the
analyses reported below. We have reported estimates for the less- 4

restricted samples because they contain some women with longer labor
force experience, resulting in greater variation in the key independent

.

. variablein thb model.

10.
kn. alternate perspective on this specification is provided by

considering the effects of current and previous work experience on
wages. A year of experience with the current employer will be Tssociated
with investment both in general and in firm-specifie training;
consequently,_the return to current experience is given by the sum of
the experience and tenure coefficients.. A year of experience obtained

-prior to the period ofemployment with the current firm also presumably
'involved investment in both general and firm- specific training. Zowever,
as the concept of firm-specific training implies, once a worker leaves
the firm that providedsuch training the worker no longer receives
returns on that investm04. Hence, inconsideringthe effects of
training relevant to productivity (and wages) on the current job, it
is only the ,general training acquired on previouS jobs that matters.
Cdnsequently, the return to previous work experience is given by the
coefficient of'total labor market experience. '.lip

11Interaction
terms for tenure and plans to work were also included

to test for possible differences in specifft human capital accumulltion,
associated with future work expectations.

.:f that the wage structures differed significaltly by race. The separate
equations for each race reported belovidiffq'r. in the specifications of
tenure and age. Squared terms for these two variables in the black- '

equations do not add anything to the equations, and removal_of these
terms does not materially affect the remaining coefficients of interest.

12
Chow tests performed on identically-specified equations indicated

f

13
The t-valuts dn the interaction terms measure the level of

Significance of the'differencesin coefficients between the "plans"
and "no plans" groups. An implicit assumption here is that the'

25
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coefficients of the other-variables in the wage equations, do not differ
by Plans tO 'work. A formal test indicated that with the exception of
the age-coefficjents, this assumption-is supported by the data- -i.e.,
when interaction terms were included for all variables in. the 'wage
equations, there were no significant differences by plans o work in
the coefficients of schoolingor in any of the control variables.

14
It might be argued that the differences in profiles by plans to

work reflect greater ability rather than greater investment in training
by the women with expectations of future market work,. Equations that
expliditly control for ability (IQ) have been estimated, and the
differences in experience-wage priifiles by-plans to work implied by
these equations are similar to thOse reported here. IQ is omitted
fyo the reported equations because a high,noniesponse rate for this .

variable would necessitate using a substantially smaller and potentially
biased sample. In the same vein, we tested for and did not find any
significant schooling-experience interaction effect.

15
Among blacks, a quadratic specification of age (not reoorted

here) yielded insignificant coefficients with reverse-signs from those
for whites. See text below'fOr further discussion.

16de
are assm

, 0

ing here that the true effects of aging on wage growth
of young men are Closely approximated by Lazear's upper bound estimates
(i.e., that' Lazear s wage shift parameter reflecting nonmepured cohort

- and business cycle effects is very close...to one).

17
For example, peer discu ssions among young women might-be

concerned more with household and family activities, while thpse of
men might be more related to occupational and job s arch, activities.

,

Another explanation, suggested to us by Professor a Strbber, is
the possibility of same perceived dimunution of att activeness for

n after their early 20es which is translate in o slower rage,
growth. .

l8We are comparing the equation that controls f r tenure in Table
1 with an unreported equation that is identVarr-erxce t that the age
and age Squared terms are omitted... The tenure coeff dents are,virtnAny
unaffected by the introduction of age.

194.
inclVding a plans-age interaction term as well as11. dummy

variable for .plans to work and a plans-experience interaction term
in the same equation was precluded by high collinearity among these
terms)

20
The geometric mean wage rates of our two samples are $2.42 for

blacks and Sg.TO for wilites. The liege equation for Igacks implies that

26
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a young (black) woman from the South who is leverage" in all other
respects will be paid a wage of $2.22, While an identical woman from
outside of the South will be pan. $2.73. Among whites, the corresponding
figures are $2.60 and $2,75, respectively. Black white differences in
the coefficients gor years of school and-residence in the South may
reflect discrimination in labor markets, racial diffeences in the
quality'of schooling,or a combination of the-two.

. 21
See, for example; Richard Freeman; Robert Hall and Richard

'Kasten; Joan Gustafson HaVorth, James dwartney and Charles Haworth;
and Finis Welch.

For those aged 21, we'imputed two tears of'total work experience and
ones year of tenure; while fOr those aged 27 total experience and tenure

22
The reported ratios represent in each case a,predicted wage for.

blacks divided by a predicted wage for Whites. These predicted wages
are derived from the wage equations in Table 1 that control for tenure.'
A21 calculations Are for women with 12 years of schooling whop -are.
healthy, nonunion;-private sector workers residing in an urban area.

were assumed to be six and three years, respectively. Whether or not
the women_expected to work at age 35, while affecting-the predicted
wage level, did not materially affect the black-white ratio.

2 3Clearly, labor market discrimination is / e to affect current
decisions to participate, future work expectations, investment in
human capital. For example, in discussing sex differeaces.in occupational
.digtr4Utions, Herbals. Bergmann. and Irma Adelman have argued that, "The
fact ta4t women in tEe past haVe not trained for or applied for (men's)
jobs has been ate more to women's realism about the prospects for payoff
of such training or applications than to women's voluntary embrace of a
benign 'role differentiation'" (p-. 510).

2 Data on decline's in fertility behavior and expectations over the
AN, past 10-15 years suggest that the secular increase in participation is

likely to pontinue. For example, in 1976 women aged 3549-bad an average it

' of-3.0 children, while when these womenEwere 25-29 they had borne 2.0 .

children on average. Bycontrast, women aged 25z29 in 1975 had borne
t i just under 1.1+ children. Similarly, in 1967 wives_ aged 30-39 expected

to bear 'an average of 3,3 children and wives in their twenties expected
2.9-3.0 childien;.while by 1974 wives in the twenties expected 2.2-2.3
children. Data on fertility behavior' are prided in U.S. Bureau of the
Census, 1976; data on fertility expectations are from U.S. Bureau of the
Census, 1975.

1
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The :Center for Human Resource Research
.

The Center for Human'Resource Research is a policy-oriented research
unit based in the College of Administrative Science of The Ohio State University.
Established in 1965, the Center is concerned with a wide range of contemporary
problems associated with humarC resource development, conservation .and
utilization. The, personnel include approximately twenty senior staff members
drawn from the distiplines*tf economics, education, health sciences, industrial
relations, management science, psychology, public administration, social work
and sociology. This multidisciplinary-team is supported by approximately 50
graduate research associates, full-time research assistants, computer program-
mers and other personnel.,

The Center has acquired pre-eminence in the fields of labor market
research and manpovier planning. The' Nttional Longitudinal Surveys of Labor
Force Behavior have been the responsibility of the Center since 1965 under
continuing support from the United States Department of Labor. Staff have been
called upon for human tesource planning- assistance throughout the world with
major studies conducted in Bolivia, Ecuador and Venezuela, and recently the
National Scienqe Foundation requested a review of the state of the art in human
resource planning. Seriior personnel are also engaged in several other areas of
research including .collective bargaining and labor relations, evaluation and
monitoring of the operation of government employment and training programs
and the projection of health education and facility needs.

The Center for Hum'an Resource Research has received over one. million
dollars annually froth government agencies -and private foundations to support its
research in recent years. Providing support have been the U.S. Departments of
Labor, State, and Hearth, EduCation and Welfare; Ohio's Health and Edikation
Departments and Bureau of Employment Services; the Ohio cities of Columbus
and Springfield; the ,.0hio AFL -CIO; and -the George Gund Foundation. The
breadth of research interests may .be seen by examining a few of the present
ppOjects.

The largest of the current projects is the National Longitudinal Surveys of
Labor Force Behavior. This project involves repeated interviews over a fifteen
year period with four gioups, of the UnitedStates,population: older men, middle-
aged worrien, and young men and worrien. T1,6 data are cdllected for 20,000
individuals by the U.S. Bureau of the Census, and the Center is responsible for
data analysis. To date dozens of _research monographs and special reports have
been prepared by .the staff. Responsibilities also include the preparation -and
distribution of data tapes fbr public used ginning in 1979, an additional cohort
of 12,000 young men and women between the ages of 14 and 21 will be'studied on
an annual basis _for, the following five years. Again the Center will provide
analysis and public use lives for this cohort.

The Quality of Workirigife Project is another ongoing study operated in
conj on with the cities of Springfield and Columbus, in an attempt to
impr e both the productivity and the_tneaningfulness of work for public
employees in these two municipalities. , Centel- staff serve as third party

. advisors, as well as researchers, to, explore new techniques for attaining
management-worker .0)operation._
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A third area of research in which the 'Center has been, active is manpower
planning both in the U.S. and in developing countries. A, current project for the
Ohio Advisory Council for Vocational Education seeks to identify and inventory
the highly fragmented institutions and agencies responsible. for supplying
vocational and technical training in Ohio. These data will subsequently be
integrated into a comprehensive model for forecasting the State's supply of
vocational and technical skills, .

, .

Mother focus of research is collectiv gaining. In a project for the U.S.
Department of Labor, staff members are evaluating seyera current experiments
for "expedited grievance procedures," working with union and management in a
variety of industries. The procedural adequacies, safeguards for due process,
cost and timing of the new procedure are being weighed against traditional
arbitration techniques.

Senior -staff also serve as consultants to many boards and commissions at
the national an state level. Recent papers have been written for the Joint
Economic Corny ittee of Congress, The National Commission for Employment
and Unirnployment Statistics, The National Commission for Manpower Policy,
The White House Conference on the Family, the Ohio Board of Regents, the Ohio-
Governor's Task Forq on Health, and the Ohio Governor's Task Force on
Welfare.

The Center maintains a working library of approximately 6,000 titles which
includes a wide range of reference works and current pei'iodicals. Also govided
are computer, facilities linked with those of the University and staffed by
approximately a dozen computer programmers. They serve the needs of 'in-house
researchers and users of the National Longitudinal Survey tapes.

For more information on specific Center activities or fdr a copy of the
Publications List, write: Director, Center for Human Resource Research, Suite
585, 1375 Perry Street, Columbus, Ohio 43201.
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